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In the last decade, the emergence of high throughput screening has enabled the development of novel
drug therapies and elucidated many complex cellular processes. Concurrently, the mechanobiology
community has developed tools and methods to show that the dysregulation of biophysical properties
and the biochemical mechanisms controlling those properties contribute significantly to many human
diseases. Despite these advances, a complete understanding of the connection between biomechanics
and disease will require advances in instrumentation that enable parallelized, high throughput assays
capable of probing complex signaling pathways, studying biology in physiologically relevant condi-
tions, and capturing specimen and mechanical heterogeneity. Traditional biophysical instruments
are unable to meet this need. To address the challenge of large-scale, parallelized biophysical
measurements, we have developed an automated array high-throughput microscope system that
utilizes passive microbead diffusion to characterize mechanical properties of biomaterials. The
instrument is capable of acquiring data on twelve-channels simultaneously, where each channel in
the system can independently drive two-channel fluorescence imaging at up to 50 frames per second.
We employ this system to measure the concentration-dependent apparent viscosity of hyaluronan,
an essential polymer found in connective tissue and whose expression has been implicated in cancer
progression. C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4907705]
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in imaging technology and computa-
tional analysis have facilitated large-scale quantitative biology
studies through the development of high throughput screening
(HTS). In the last decade, the impact of HTS on biology
has been significant1 in enabling the development of novel
drug therapies,2–4 and elucidating complex cellular processes
including differentiation,5 division,6 and migration.7 Concur-
rently, the mechanobiology community has developed tools
and methods to show that the dysregulation of biophysical pro-
perties and biochemical mechanisms that control them contri-
bute significantly to many human diseases such as arthritis,8,9
atherosclerosis,10 cystic fibrosis,11,12 blood coagulopathies,13,14
and cancer.15–17 Despite these findings, a complete understand-
ing of the connection between biomechanics and disease will
require advances in instrumentation that enable parallelized,
high throughput assays capable of probing complex signaling
pathways, studying biology in physiologically relevant condi-
tions, and capturing specimen and mechanical heterogeneity.
Such a system would transform the state of the art, placing the
onus of experimental design on the targeted hypothesis, rather
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than on the methodology, workflow, and the time needed to
execute such a complicated experiment.
Traditional biophysical instruments and methodologies
are unable to provide parallelized, high throughput investiga-
tion of biomechanical systems. For example, bulk rheological
devices like cone and plate (CAP) require large sample vol-
umes and long duration testing and therefore lack scalabil-
ity to parallelized, high throughput studies. Similarly, even
small volume techniques such as atomic force microscopy
and optical and magnetic tweezers use designs that acquire
data on samples in a serial fashion. Thus, although providing
great detail, these techniques are limited in the number of
treatments or conditions that can be measured before losing
specimen viability. Compounding these issues is the uncon-
trollable heterogeneity commonly found in single cell or mate-
rial measurements18,19 which demands not only intellectual
attention20 but also imposes the challenge of collecting suffi-
cient data for generating statistically sound conclusions. Re-
cent efforts to increase the throughput of mechanical measure-
ments21–23 have addressed the need of capturing specimen
and mechanical heterogeneity, but still acquire data across
experimental conditions serially.
In the present work, building on our previous tech-
nology,24 we present an array high throughput (AHT) micro-
scopy system that enables parallelized, high throughput
mechanical measurements of cells and biomaterials. The
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AHT system implements passive microrheology—a well-
established technique that has been successful in characteriz-
ing the mechanical properties of a wide range of biological
specimens, including mucus,25 fibrin,26 and cells,27,28 and
in particular, the soft intracellular cytoplasm of cells.29,30
Additionally, passive microrheology has been noted for
holding promise as a high throughput methodology.31 Here,
we first describe the AHT system design, including discussion
of the imaging and mechanical subsystems and associated
custom software. We then demonstrate that the AHT system
can accurately measure the viscosity of Newtonian fluids.
Finally, we use the AHT microscope to study the rheology
of hyaluronan (HA) solutions as a function of concentration.
Given the role of HA in cancer biology,32–34 measurements
such as these may be useful in studying the biophysical steps
in tumor progression and metastasis. The functionality of
the AHT system is parallelized across twelve independent
objectives and imaging channels through barrier synchroniza-
tion, and automated microscopy events such as light-emitting
diode (LED) illumination and camera triggering are tightly
synchronized within a channel by a custom operating system.
The AHT system can evaluate the biophysical properties of
soft materials almost two orders of magnitude faster than
conventional instruments.
II. ARRAY MICROSCOPE: DESIGN, HARDWARE,
AND SOFTWARE
The AHT system was designed to implement passive
microrheology, a well-established methodology that uses the
thermal deflection of micron-scale particles by energy kT
(where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the tempera-
ture of the molecular environment) to estimate the mechan-
ical response functions for the surrounding material.35 By
measuring the displacement of fluorescent particles that have
been embedded in a material, the mean-squared displacement
(MSD) is calculated using
r(τ)2 = 
[x(t + τ) − x(t)]2 + [y(t + τ) − y(t)]2 , (1)
where τ is the time lag, or timescale. The mechanical
response is quantified as the complex, frequency-dependent
shear modulus G∗(ω) = G′(ω) + iG′′(ω), where G′(ω) and
G′′(ω) correspond, respectively, to the elastic and viscous
contributions of the viscoelastic material. Using the ensemble
averaged MSD, the linear mechanical response of a material
is given by the generalized Stokes-Einstein relation (GSER)35




where a is the particle radius,ℑ denotes the Fourier transform,
andω is the angular frequency, related to the timescale through
ω = 1/τ. The complex shear modulus G∗(ω) is related directly
to the complex viscosity as η∗ (ω) = −G∗(ω)/iω.
The AHT system is composed of several hardware and
software subsystems: an optics and imaging block (Sec. II
A), XYZ mechanical translation (Secs. II B and III A), event
synchronization (Sec. II C), and parallel-enabled data collec-
tion and analysis (Sec. II D).
Motivated by the need for parallelized, high throughput
characterization and time-course mechanical measurements,
we engineered the AHT system to comply with the Society
for Biomolecular Screening (SBS) standard geometry for high
throughput multiwell plates.36 To lie within a multiwell plate
footprint, twelve independent optical systems were arranged in
a 2 × 6 array, each containing a 40 X objective (Universe Ko-
gaku America) with an estimated NA of 0.45 and a maximum
working distance of 650 µm, two epi-fluorescence illumi-
nation modes, and a remote-head camera (Point Grey, Inc.)
(Figures 1(a)–1(c)). To enable each optics channel to have
independent control over its plane of focus at the expense of
lower numerical aperture, we retrofitted a liquid lens (Parrot
Varioptic)33 into each objective, an aspect of the system we
will address more fully in a future publication. A commer-
cially available translation stage (Ludl Electronic Products
Ltd.) drives the plate in XY around the stationary optics and
imaging subsystem, traversing an entire 96-well plate in seven
steps (Figure 1(d)). Stepper motors provide z-translation of
the multiwell plate, and also serve to neutralize plate tilt and
mechanical bow inherent to commercial plates (Figure 1(a)).
To enable precise control over hardware across the AHT sys-
tem, a unique and custom-designed operating system manages
a multifunctional synchronization framework that coordinates
events across multiple hardware domains with ∼100 µs reso-
lution. Packaged together, the AHT system employs a fully
autonomous pipeline that acquires video for a full 96-well
plate within 10 min and outputs mechanical information for
each well within an hour.
A. Optics and imaging block
The AHT microscope contains twelve independent op-
tical and imaging subsystems. In order to work within the
physical footprint of SBS standard multiwell plates, we
designed a compact optical hub for epi-fluorescent imaging
(Figure 2). Each optical channel features two LED light
sources, each centered at wavelengths that correspond to
traditional choices in fluorescence microscopy: the “blue”
channel, centered around 490 nm, allows for standard Fluores-
cein isothiocyanate (FITC) and Enhanced Green Fluorescent
Protein (EGFP) illumination, while the “amber” channel,
centered around 575 nm, provides rhodamine and Texas red
illumination. Control of these LEDs is managed by LEWOS,
our custom operating system detailed in Sec. II, and the LEDs
are activated in sequence, not simultaneously.
The light emitted by both LEDs is gathered by its own
collection lens (CL) (Edmund Scientific). To properly filter
and transmit the excitation light from both fluorescent LEDs,
appropriate excitation filters (EF) and a dichroic filter (DF)
were contract manufactured as a custom-designed optical cube
(Edmund Scientific) and installed in the optical hub (Figure 2).
The surface along the diagonal of the optical cube serves as a
dichroic, passing the shorter wavelength excitation light from
the blue channel, and reflecting the longer wavelength exci-
tation light from the amber channel. An anti-reflective (AR)
coating applied to the last surface of the optical cube minimizes
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FIG. 1. The AHT microscope. (a) System: In the center of the photo are the 12-objective lenses that sit beneath a 96-well multiwell plate (not shown). The
objectives are surrounded by the XY-positioning stage. Three individually controlled stepper motors (marked by asterisks) drive the XY stage and multiwell
plate in Z and compensate for tilt. The entire system is about the size of a breadbox. (b) The AHT imaging block. Beneath the 12-objectives are 5 printed circuit
boards that supply voltage to the liquid lenses and current to the amber and blue LEDs that provide epi-fluorescence illumination. At the bottom of the imaging
block are the control boards for the 12 cameras. (c) The objective array. The objectives are anchored between a support plate and an objective clamping plate.
Each objective has a pin that supplies voltage to its liquid lens. (d) This schematic of a multiwell plate shows the neighborhood of wells visited by each of the
12 imaging channels (example shadowed in blue for channel 11). In a typical experiment, each channel starts in the upper-left corner of its neighborhood and
follows the sequence shown in the figure for imaging channel 8.
light scattering within the cube (Figure 2(a)). Outside the
optical cube, a condensing lens concentrates light which is then
sent through the objective to the specimen via reflection from
a second dichroic filter (Figure 2(a)), designed to block the
excitation light from both blue and amber LEDs.
The AHT microscope uses a 40 X objective to collect
and focus emission light (Figure 2(a)). To allow each imaging
channel to independently focus in z, we retrofitted the objec-
tive with an electrically controllable liquid lens (LL), where
applying sufficient voltage to the contact pin changes its elec-
trowetting properties and thus the objective’s plane of focus
(Figure 2(b)). The DF and transmission filter (TF) at the end of
the optical hub ensure that only emission light passes success-
fully to the camera (Figure 2(a)). Once emission light leaves
the optical hub, a folding mirror relays the light to the camera.
In order to meet the space constraints dictated by the footprint
of standard multiwell plates, we chose the remote-head version
of the Dragonfly camera which offers 50+ frames per second
(fps) at video graphics array (VGA) resolution, satisfying the
desire to collect short timescale mechanical measurements
from thermal diffusion of particles. The AHT microscopy
system generates sufficient signal to noise to enable successful
tracking of 200 nm beads at 15 fps and 500 nm (and larger)
beads at 50 fps.
At this time, the AHT system does not provide temper-
ature control. In order to meet the spatial constraints of the
SBS plate standard, a significant number of power-dissipating
electronic circuits had to share space within the completed
optics subsystem. Due to confined space, the heat generated
from these electronics raised the operating temperature of the
system from an ambient 23 ◦C to 29 ◦C. Future enhancements
already planned for the system include a temperature control
subsystem that will allow for measurements at room tempera-
ture as well as the more physiologically relevant 37 ◦C.
B. Z-tilt adjustment of XY translation stage
For the rheology experiments discussed here, the twelve
objective lenses of the AHT microscope are kept at the same
focus value for the duration of the experiment. Therefore, the
height and orientation of the specimen plate must be calibrated
to ensure clear images of the specimen in every channel.
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FIG. 2. (a) Schematic of the optical path through the epi-fluorescence optical hub. The “blue” channel emits LED light centered around 490 nm for standard
FITC and EGFP illumination. The “amber” channel emits LED light centered around 575 nm and provides rhodamine and Texas red illumination. (b) Technical
drawing showing the retrofitted objective (rotated 90◦). The liquid lens, shaded in purple, sits between custom-built brass pieces (orange), one of which makes
electrical contact with the contact pin (yellow) while the other serves as case ground. The insulating ring (green) isolates the applied voltage from ground. (c)
Epi-fluorescence optical hubs that direct excitation light for both illumination modes in all 12-channels of the AHT.
Most SBS standard multiwell plates we tested had an inherent
bow of 250–300 µm (center lower than edges). To maxi-
mize the system’s ability to image and collect data across a
standard multiwell plate, it became necessary to quantify the
amount of bow in each plate as well as level it with respect
to the objective array. To accomplish this, we added coarse
z-translation with three custom-designed digitally controlled
fine adjustment stepper-motors (Hayden-Kerk) on which the
XY-translation stage rests (Figure 1(a)). Each motor provides
1.5 microns of z-translation per tick and accommodates a
total translation range of 12.7 mm. Additionally, each stepper-
motor has an accompanying “home” switch that identifies the
origin of the z-coordinate system, defined as the highest point
in the range. These measures allowed us to subtract the tilt
from the system, but did nothing to address the inherent bow
of 300 µm. Our inclusion of the liquid lens provides us the
means to compensate for the bow by sweeping through the z-
space of each channel individually and independently. Such
compensation is necessary for work with cells near the sub-
strate. However, for the purposes of the experiments addressed
in this work, we did not use the liquid lenses to independently
alter focus, opting instead to use the system at its maximum
working distance (650 µm), and lowering the entire stage so
that all channels measured a plane of focus within each well’s
sample volume.
In order to satisfy both height and orientation constraints,
we implemented a method that automatically uses the micro-
scope stage to obtain three-dimensional data about a given
plate’s shape and location in space. We labeled the bottom
surface of the multiwell plate with 1 µm diameter fluorescent
beads and loaded the plate onto the XY stage, which then
translated the plate to place the imaging objectives at specific
locations between wells. The AHT system acquired images at
successive heights as the z-control motors lowered the stage
from its initial maximum height. The algorithm analyzed the
images to find the height at which the beads at the bottom of
the plate were at best focus. To convert these values to relative
heights, we subtracted each value from the lowest point on
the plate. The relative heights, combined with the x and y
coordinates of the plate locations relative to the stage, provided
the 3-dimensional shape data.
Since specimen plates are non-planar in general, we em-
ployed a method based on principle component analysis (PCA)
to find the plane that best represents the plate’s location and
orientation. First, the mean of all the points in the plate shape
data is calculated. If there are N data points and X j is the vector







is the vector position of the mean for all points. Next, the






(X j − C)(X j − C)T .
The eigenvectors and eigenvalues of this matrix are then
calculated using an implementation of the Jacobi eigenvalue
algorithm. Since the data are 3-dimensional, we obtain three
eigenvector and eigenvalue pairs. The eigenvectors corre-
sponding to the two largest eigenvalues then lie in a plane
that best represents the plate as they correspond to orthogonal
directions of maximum variation in the data. The normal to
the plane is calculated as a cross product of these eigenvec-
tors. Once the plane representing the plate is calculated, the
constraints mentioned previously are satisfied by calculating
the angles required to orient the plane parallel to the focal plane
of the objectives, which is assumed to be the horizontal plane.
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Once oriented this way, the plate’s height is adjusted to satisfy
the other constraint.
C. Launching events with optimal synchronization
(LEWOS) operating system enables parallelization
of functionality
At system architecture design time, no commercial-off-
the-shelf control hardware or software provided the level of
timing synchronization that was necessary for coordinating
the system’s 200+ real-time signals. The architectural signals,
all of which were implemented but not all presently used,
consist of 48 current-controlled LED drivers, 12 modulated
high voltage sinusoids for liquid lens focus control with 12
digitized voltage feedback signals, 48 bits of digital camera
control of which 12 provide frame triggers, 48 bits of uncom-
mitted output control signals, and 24 bits of uncommitted
input signals. Architecturally, and in hardware, these signals
are all synchronizable to within a microsecond. The presently
implemented LEWOS software provides synchronization to
within one millisecond.
To successfully meet these synchronization requirements,
the hardware of the AHT system is controlled by a custom
designed operating system: LEWOS. This architecture pro-
vides a language to communicate time-dependent instructions
to an array of microcontrollers that then control LED illumi-
nation (for three sets of LEDs), focal plane adjustment via
the voltage tunable liquid lenses, and camera triggering for
image acquisition through barrier synchronization. The system
runs on a set of thirteen microcontrollers (Texas Instruments
Piccolo TMS320F28035), one for each of the twelve imag-
ing and input-output (I/O) channels called receivers, and a
thirteenth (master) that is tasked with scheduling and issuing
commands to the twelve I/O channels. The master channel
communicates via USB to the master control computer, and
receives commands via Ethernet for each of its channels from
the 12 imaging computers.
LEWOS organizes the microcontroller receivers into a
global domain and a number of local domains. The global
domain has time bases and events that are accessible to all local
domains, and every domain (including the global domain)
also has its own set of time bases and events. Instructions are
sent from an external computer into the LEWOS system and
reports are sent back. This lets the relative timing of all events
in the system be specified down to the microsecond level,
enabling cooperative parallel (high throughput) experiments
on all channels at once.
To provide flexibility and rapid response, LEWOS in-
cludes a macro capability that enables sequences of operations
to be specified and allows these to be triggered based on system
events or to be run at a specific time. This lets the control com-
puters pre-load a specific sequence of commands that define
a specific experiment modality (change focus, start camera
exposure, turn on LED, turn off LED, send camera result) with
explicit inter-event timing for each and then execute the set
of commands multiple times with a single call. The flexibility
of event sequences and synchronization across channels of
the AHT system shows the capacity of LEWOS to enable
automation and parallelization of many traditional microscopy
experiments—where passive microbead rheology, discussed
here, is just one “mode.”
D. Parallel data collection and analysis
Where the AHT microscope system uses the LEWOS
platform for all hardware control, a computing cluster han-
dles the actual data collection and subsequent analysis. The
cluster contains a total of thirteen computers, one for each
of the twelve channel/cameras (control computers), and a
thirteenth that serves in a supervisory capacity. The Message-
Passing Interface (MPI) protocol37 launches the parallel job
(list of instructions for executing a particular experiment)
and synchronizes operations among the thirteen computers by
sending messages between them during parallel execution. A
shared Network File System (NFS) drive contains the program
code and shared configuration files. During each experiment,
a local drive on each control computer collects and stores its
own experiment-derived data.
Each control computer uses a Firewire connection to
collect images from the cameras and then stores them to the
local disk. A networked LEWOS link and the Virtual Reality
Peripheral Network (VRPN) protocol38 provide system access
for each control computer to its specific camera microcontrol-
ler. The VRPN connection sends—and LEWOS executes—
precisely timed sets of microcontroller instructions to strobe
the LEDs, adjust focus, and trigger its camera. Together, the
LEWOS and Firewire connections enable barrier synchro-
nized event control and data collection for each channel of
the AHT system; channels operate independently to execute
a series of instructions, and then, in synchrony, move together
to execute the next set of instructions.
Once data collection is complete, each control computer
uses Video Spot Tracker (VST) software (cismm.org) and an
nVidia Quadro 5000 graphics processing unit (GPU) to track
particle trajectories from the generated videos in parallel. We
use a GPU-accelerated tracking algorithm that is capable of
roughly estimating particle localization in real-time, but re-
quires more computation time to achieve the level of accuracy
needed to reach the mechanical noise floor. Because the total
collected video for a single rheology experiment can occupy
up to a terabyte of disk space, each control computer imple-
ments a custom designed, lossless compression algorithm that
reduces required disc space by up to 99% (manuscript under
review). As the technology matures, we expect that real-time
tracking may become more realistic given the aforementioned
constraints. Even so, the compression algorithm will be useful
since storing the video allows for subsequent analysis of data.
For example, the local context of the bead, as revealed by the
image, may be useful for understanding specimen heteroge-
neity. Also, improvements in tracking algorithms may allow
a re-tracking of the original data, and to check the original
tracking against systematic errors.
After data collection and tracking, the metadata, tracking
data, and compressed videos are moved from each control com-
puter to the supervisory computer for analysis and reporting.
A suite of custom MATLAB scripts completely automates the
process of: 1. reading in VST-generated tracker position time-
series data for each video (one video for each field of view
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FIG. 3. Data collection and analysis workflow for AHT microscope experiment. (a) Schematic of a specimen-loaded multiwell plate above the 12-channel
objective array. (b) Layout of a specimen plate for a “concentration sweep” type rheology experiment. The grey-scale gradient represents increasing concentration
of a polymer solution (see Sec. IV and application to HA). The dashed rectangle partitions the wells accessed by the 7th objective in the array (see Figure 1(c)).
(c) Blow-up of a well within the multiwell plate. After video is collected in each of the 8 wells accessed by the objective array, additional passes through the
wells can be made. This schematic shows multiple locations, or FOV, for video collection within the given well. (d) Video data acquisition and single particle
tracking. Once data are collected, the video for each FOV is tracked using particle tracking software (cismm.org) to generate time-series position measurements.
(e) The MSD is computed for each particle (blue curves) using Eq. (1) and the ensemble sample-weighted average is computed (cyan curve). (f) The average
MSD is transformed into the complex modulus using Eq. (2) and visualized in a heatmap at a particular timescale. Here, the experiment described in Sec. IV is
shown in terms of the magnitude of the complex viscosity, at the 1 s timescale (see Figure 7(a)).
(FOV) in every well and channel); 2. FOV-specific dead-zone
filtering and center-of-mass drift removal; 3. computing the
MSD for individual particles in a given video (appropriately
scaled by the length scaling for given channel); 4. aggregating
MSDs for replicate wells on the plate; 5. computing the en-
semble sample-weighted average MSD; 6. determining the
material properties of the specimen by transforming the av-
erage MSD into complex moduli via Eq. (2); 7. plate-wide
analyses via heatmaps of material properties, MSD data, bead
counts, and accuracy relative to expected values; and 8. genera-
tion of an HTML page for data organization, visualization, and
reporting.
The workflow of an AHT experiment including data collec-
tion and analysis is shown in Figure 3.
III. RESULTS
A. XY length-scale calibration
To measure the displacement of microbead trajectories
in physical units, we calibrated the length-scale occupied by
each pixel for each optical channel of the AHT system. To
accomplish this, we suspended 1 µm fluorescent beads into
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and cured the polymer directly
inside the wells of a multiwell plate, providing in-focus beads
across a wide range of available focal planes. For the purposes
of the experiments here, we applied no voltage to the liquid
lenses.
For a given optical channel, the algorithm searches for a
bead that is in focus. To avoid losing the tracking lock, the
bead cannot be near image boundaries nor have any other beads
nearby. Once the system finds a bead candidate, it instructs
the XY stage to translate a locked distance of 3 µm (60 stage:
“ticks”) in a random direction selected from +X, −X, +Y, and
−Y (Figure 3(a)). The algorithm repeats the process for a total
of 100 translations and tracks the target bead in image-space
during the entire process (Figure 3(b)). Combining the reported
translation of the stage with the tracked displacement generates
four micron-to-pixels conversions, one for each axis direction
(Figure 3(c)). With these conversions, the algorithm can move
the bead to any desired position in the full field of view without
losing the tracking lock. The algorithm then refines the conver-
sions by displacing the target bead across the full field of view,
visiting the bottom-right, top-right, top-left, and bottom-left
corners in sequence (Figure 3(d)). The four conversion values
are updated every time the bead gets back to its starting position
and the measurement repeats until the algorithm cannot move
the bead to a desired position more accurately. The length scale
is determined by averaging the four direction conversions.
Executing this algorithm in each imaging channel in
succession resulted in a total range of length scale calibrations
from 145 to 151 nm/pixel. Using the mean, 149 nm/pixel,
contributes up to 1.8% error in the determination of displace-
ment and ultimately 3.7% error in the MSD and derived
viscoelastic parameters. To remove this source of error, each
channel carries its own calibration factor.
B. Static and dynamic localization error
of the AHT microscope
The fidelity at which we can measure the diffusion profiles
of any particle relies on the static and dynamic localization
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errors for the AHT system.39 The static localization error
(SLE) measures the instrument noise floor and consists of
intrinsic tracking error (particle tracking software) and system
resolution limit due to noise sources. Our characterization in-
cludes estimations for both of these and provides some insight
into the origin of the noise sources, namely, pixel-sampling
and image signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
To test the tracking software used in the AHT system,
we used a method similar to that used in Ref. 39. Briefly,
a set of images were constructed that contained simulated
microspheres as Gaussian spots. Added to this image field
was signal-independent Gaussian noise. Over the course of the
simulated video, the simulated beads were translated across
the field of view in sub-pixel displacements from an oversam-
pled sub-image. The tracking software was made to track the
simulated spots and the measured trajectories comparable to
the known displacement function used to move the beads in the
movie. For noise-levels compared to those found in the AHT,
the software tracking routine predicts 0.03 pixel accuracy in
position, or 4 nm, when scaled to the AHT optical system,
demarcating our absolute best possible tracking resolution
given conditions that provide the lowest camera noise.
To assess the noise floor of our AHT microscope, we
dosed each well of a multiwell plate with 1 µl of 1 µm diameter
beads in a 1:50 dilution with anhydrous ethanol and allowed
the beads to evaporate onto the bottom of the specimen plate.
The effective bead displacement of these fixed beads over one
minute was measured using VST particle tracking software as
described above (cismm.org). This procedure yields a mini-
mum MSD value of 10−16.5 m2 at 50 fps, which corresponds
to a particle tracking resolution of 5.7 nm for 1 µm diameter
beads (Figure 4), a reasonable value relative to the tracking
error described above. When we use a smaller, 500 nm bead
diameter with a signal to noise ratio similar to the 1 µm beads,
the SLE increases to 7.4 nm, an expected result due to a smaller
number of camera pixels reducing the effectiveness of the
tracking lock. For the even smaller 200 nm beads, the SLE
increases further to 22 nm for a maximum effective 300 ms
exposure time, this time because of the lower SNR.
FIG. 4. (a) The algorithm starts by locating a bead close to the center of the
field of view. (b) Next, the XY stage translates the bead in a random direction
(+X, −X, +Y, −Y) for a total of 100 steps at 60 stage ticks each. (c) These
translations provide four separate calibration factors, one for each direction
of motion. (d) The final calibration routine uses large translations across the
entire field of view and is repeated until the accuracy limit is reached.
The previous noise values define the minimum SLE for
each bead size, but at the expense of higher dynamic localiza-
tion error (DLE), defined as an additional error in the assess-
ment of particle position due to its motion while the camera’s
shutter is open.39 Consequently, shortening the exposure time
reduces the DLE by reducing the amount the particle travels
in a single video frame. To establish whether such sources
of error would confound our measurements, we tracked each
bead size (1 µm, 500 nm, and 200 nm diameters) in water
and calculated the resulting viscosity using Eq. (2), comparing
the returned value with the expected value for water at the
appropriate temperature. The two larger bead sizes, 500 nm
and 1 µm, returned errors less than 10%, within the acceptable
value for microrheology measurements. To get the lowest DLE
for the smallest 200 nm beads, the exposure time had to be
reduced from the 300 ms that minimized SLE. When the
exposure time was reduced to 50 ms, the DLE decreased to less
than 20%, but not without increasing the SLE from 22 nm to
76 nm. This challenge of maintaining the integrity of the data
collected by the AHT microscope is why we include fluids of
standard viscosity on each experimental plate.
C. Limits of microrheology measurements using
the AHT microscope
With the system mechanical noise floor characterized, we
can define the upper and lower limits of passive microrheology
measurements in the AHT microscope. To define these instru-
mentation limits, we assume that linear viscoelastic materials
follow the Maxwell model, such that a constant shear modulus,
G, dominates at short timescales, and that a constant viscosity,
η, dominates at long timescales. Measuring the microrheology
properties of any material using video microscopy involves
recording images with a video subsystem and tracking the
diffusion of embedded particles.
Thus, three instrumental quantities constrain our pas-
sive microrheological measurements of G and η: maximum
video frame rate, maximum video duration, and particle track-
ing resolution. The maximum video frame rate defines the
smallest timescale for MSD measurements. In our system,
the maximum frame rate for each channel’s camera, when
capturing full frames (648 × 488 pixels), is 50 fps, which
constrains the smallest timescale for mechanical measurement
to be τmin = 20 ms. The largest timescale, for most measurable
materials, is limited by the storage space needed for the
acquired video data. For the AHT system, this is on the order of
an hour, setting the long timescale to τmax = 3600 s. It should
be noted that the largest accessible timescale for mechanical
measurements of materials close to the mechanical noise floor
will be constrained more than this limit. The particle tracking
resolution is determined empirically by measuring the motion
of fixed particles at full frame rate and estimating the resolution
from the calculated MSD. Using the procedure discussed in
Sec. III B, the tracking resolution of the AHT system is 5.7 nm.
To predict the maximum G we can measure in our AHT
microscope, we use Eq. (2) and assume the slope of the MSD is
approximately zero for a particle embedded in a purely elastic
material. For a 1 µm beads translating on the order of our
tracking resolution, we determine the maximum limit of G to
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be 55 Pa. This range provides us the ability to probe the moduli
of various soft biopolymer systems.
D. AHT system validation and viscosity
accuracy characterization
To test AHT system function and accuracy, we evaluated
a multiwell plate that contained four Newtonian fluids: water,
2.04 M sucrose, 2.5 M sucrose, and corn syrup. The mate-
rials were dosed with 1 µm fluorescent beads at a concentra-
tion of 0.004% (1:500) and characterized on a CAP rheom-
eter at T = 29 ◦C, the working temperature of the AHT sys-
tem; The CAP-determined viscosities were 2.04 M sucrose (η
= 20.0 mPa s), 2.5 M sucrose (η = 83.1 mPa s), and corn syrup
(η = 2840 mPa s). The viscosity of water at T = 29 ◦C was
determined as η = 0.84 mPa s from Ref. 40. The materials
were then loaded in alternating rows of the multiwell plate
(50 µl/well) such that each imaging channel of the AHT system
(Figure 1(d)) received two replicates of each fluid. The AHT
system assayed the test plate, according to the workflow shown
in Figure 3, yielding viscosity measurements in 90 of 96 wells
for timescales τ from 0.03 s to as long as 120 s, depending
on the material viscosity. These data are shown in Figure 6. A
plate-wide heatmap of the measured viscosity at the τ = 1 s
timescale is shown in Figure 6(a).
Distinguishability of the four materials by the AHT sys-
tem was tested at the channel level by aggregating replicate
wells of each fluid within a channel and performing an analysis
of variance (ANOVA) test against the 4 specimens on the value
of the MSD at the 1 s timescale. Results of this analysis showed
that each channel measured statistically significant differences
(p < 0.0001) between the 4 fluids (Figure 6(b)).
Accuracy of the AHT system relative to the material char-
acterization by CAP or Ref. 40 was then evaluated for each
well. To minimize the effect of low sampling at long time-
scales, the ensemble sample-averaged MSD for each well was
contracted by 1 decade at long τ. Since short timescale estima-
tions of corn syrup routinely challenged the system noise floor
(indicated by slopes that approached zero in log MSD vs log τ
space), timescales before 1 s were contracted for the aggregated
MSD in these wells. The viscosity measurement η for a given
fluid in a particular well was then obtained by performing a
sampling-weighted fit of the average MSD data to the Stokes-







Finally, the plate-level viscosity accuracy of a given fluid was
determined by taking a bead-weighted average across wells
(and hence across channels or imaging systems) of the given
fluid. We find that the AHT system measures water with 4.3%
error, 2.04 M sucrose with 5.2% error, 2.5 M sucrose with 3.6%
error, and corn syrup with 35.6% error.
IV. APPLICATION: PASSIVE MICROBEAD RHEOLOGY
OF HYALURONIC ACID
The motivation for our development of the AHT system
was to enable the parallel, high throughput characterization of
biomaterials in parameter spaces—spanning small molecule,
siRNA, and loss and gain of function libraries—previously
inaccessible to investigation. In order to first compare the
biophysical output of the AHT system to that of other char-
acterizations in the community, we examine a suite of concen-
trations of hyaluronan.
HA is a linear, high molecular weight biopolymer found in
the extracellular matrix of vertebrate tissue and is composed of
two repeating saccharide derivatives, N-acetyl-D-glucosamine
and D-glucuronic acid, linked by glycosidic bonds. Recent
studies with the naked mole rat (Heterocephalus glaber) sug-
gest that ultra-high molecular weight HA may be responsible
for the low cancer incidence reported in the species.34
The rheological properties of HA have been studied us-
ing different techniques, including CAP41 and laser interfer-
ometry (laser trap).42 Here, we used the AHT microscopy
system to make similar measurements of HA by preparing
a series of 12 solutions that ranged in concentration from
0.5 mg/ml to 15 mg/ml. Because HA is a charged polyelectro-
lyte, phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) was used as the solution
buffer, placing all solutions in the high-salt limit. Each solution
was dosed with 1 µm beads to a final 0.004% w/v concentra-
tion. Each solution concentration occupied 6 replicate wells
occupying one half of one row in the plate (see Figure 7(b)).
The last three half-rows served as viscosity controls and as
such contained the same standard viscosity solutions used
earlier to qualify the AHT system.
FIG. 5. Limits of measure for the AHT microscope shown as MSDs for
different bead sizes in water or attached to the substrate of the multiwell plate.
Bead sizes are labeled according to color: blue (1 µm), green (500 nm), and
red (200 nm). (a) The lowest noise floor corresponds to 55 Pa maximum G′
and a 55 Pa s maximum η′ for a 1 µm bead diameter due to high signal and
larger pixel sampling. The shaded region corresponds to the measurement
space available to the AHT with a 1 µm bead. The 500 nm bead shows
a slightly higher noise floor for a similar SNR because of the lower pixel
sampling. Three different exposure times are shown for the 200 nm bead
diameter, showing how the lower SNR degrades the noise floor and raises
the SLE. (b) Shown are data from all bead sizes diffusing through water.
The dashed lines indicate the expected MSD for water at the appropriate
temperature. All bead sizes sampled for the exposure times shown in the
figure exhibit low dynamic localization error (<10%) except for the 200 nm
beads at 50 ms exposure time which was <20%. To increase the exposure
time for the 200 nm bead would further reduce the SLE and result in a
correspondingly higher DLE. Inset: Example trajectories for a 1 µm bead
diffusing through water, or fixed to the plate substrate.
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FIG. 6. Characterization of standard Newtonian fluids using the AHT microscope. (a) Viscosity heatmap for alternating rows of water, 2.04 M sucrose, 2.5 M
sucrose, and corn syrup. The materials were dosed with 1 µm fluorescent beads and a 50 µl volume was loaded into each well of a 96-well plate. Five 2 min
videos at 34 fps were taken at different FOVs in each well. The viscosity at the 1 s timescale is plotted, obtained using the workflow shown in Figure 4. Gray
wells indicate positions where the AHT system collected no data, which happens randomly and with low probability. (b) Boxplots of the fluid-aggregated MSD
distributions at the 1 s timescale by channel (each channel was loaded with two wells of each fluid). For each distribution, the boxes denote the 25th (Q1) and
75th (Q3) percentiles, whiskers extend to non-outlier data defined by Q3 + 1.5∗(Q3 − Q1) and Q1 − 1.5∗(Q3 − Q1) and symbolized with (+). An ANOVA test
was performed on the MSD distributions of each fluid. Results indicated that each channel could statistically distinguish each fluid (p ≪ 0.0001).
The workflow used to run this experiment is shown in
detail in Figure 5. The system collected videos at 35 frames
per second for a duration of 120 s. A total of 10 FOV were
selected by the AHT system, where each FOV had an average
of 4 trajectories. Aggregating data across all fields of view
and replicates resulted in an average of 200 trajectories for
each condition. The analysis subsystem computed the MSDs
for each trajectory and the ensemble average MSD was trans-
formed to G′ and G′′ using the generalized Stokes-Einstein
equation (Eq. (1)).35
Figure 7(a) shows a heat map representation of the re-
sulting 96-well plate, where the color corresponds to apparent
viscosity measured at one second timescales, i.e., ηapparent
= |η∗( f = 1 Hz)|. We identify wells that collected no data as
slate gray in color. Except for the corn syrup, which challenged
our noise floor, the standard sucrose solutions returned values
with <10% error from the expected value, consistent with the
qualifying standards plate shown in Figure 6. The apparent
viscosity for the HA solutions decreases as the concentration
decreases.
In Figure 7(b), we plot the specific viscosity returned by
the AHT system as a function of HA concentration. The data
collected from the 96-well plate span almost 2 decades in
concentration. To compare our results with literature values,
we calculated the specific viscosity as ηsp = (η − ηs)/(ηs),
where ηs is the viscosity of the solvent, in this case, PBS
(identified on the plate as 0 mg/ml HA). Previous studies of HA
rheology at this molecular weight (1.5 MD) have shown power
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FIG. 7. High-throughput passive microbead rheology of HA: (a) Viscosity heatmap for a multiwell plate that contained a HA concentration sweep with 6
replicate wells (concentrations shown in table on left). Well locations that are gray contain no data. Viscosity standards are shown in the bottom-right of the
heatmap. The reported viscosity for the HA solutions decreases with a corresponding decrease in concentration. (b) Plotting the specific viscosity of HA as a
function of its concentration reveals power-law relationships similar to those found in previous literature using different rheological methods.
law behaviors that correspond to the semidilute-unentangled
and semidilute-entangled regimes. We find a breakpoint in
the power-law slope at 2.8 mg/ml HA concentration, similar
to observations seen by Krause et al. (2.4 mg/ml) using a
macroscale cone-and-plate rheometer, and by Nijenhuis et al.
(2.9 mg/ml) using laser interferometry.41,42
Our data from the semidilute, entangled regime had a
power law slope of 3.1 ± 0.1, a value that agrees well with the
empirical data collected by Nijenhuis et al., but is lower than
expected by theory (3.75), and lower still than data collected by
Krause (4.1 ± 0.2). The lower slope in our data could be caused
by the slightly higher operating temperature (29 ◦C) than that
used in other studies, but is most likely caused by the higher
concentrations challenging the noise floor of the AHT system.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the novel technology of a parallel,
high throughput microscopy system, and have validated its
use by determining the mechanical properties of Newtonian
fluids and a soft biomaterial (HA). Our system generates par-
allel and high throughput assay capacity by integrating twelve
independent but barrier synchronized optical and imaging sys-
tems, automating video data acquisition, utilizing rapid and
accurate particle tracking software, implementing a novel loss-
less compression algorithm, and automating rheological anal-
ysis. The end result is high fidelity biophysical measurements
generated almost two orders of magnitude faster than conven-
tion techniques once an assay plate is loaded. We find that the
system at present can measure elastic moduli (G′) and viscos-
ities up to 55 Pa and 55 Pa s, respectively. These biophysical
limits encompass a useful range of biomaterials such as soft
tissues, cervical and lung mucus, and the cytoplasm of cells.
Future work to characterize and calibrate the liquid lens
in the AHT will provide the means to scan through sample
volumes and select a focal plane of interest. This new func-
tionality will allow us to use locating algorithms to automat-
ically focus on beads attached to or engulfed by cells or, in
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the case of microrheology experiments, the focal plane that
has the highest number of beads in coincident focus. Col-
lecting data over a range of heights for complex biomate-
rials like mucus will empower us to better study its spatial
heterogeneity, a property studied for its influence on mucocil-
iary clearance.20
Future investigations include using the AHT system to
examine the biophysical properties of cells, HA, and other
soft biomaterials that are treated by small molecule or ge-
netic knockdown libraries. Large scale studies enabled by
the AHT system hold promise of elucidating the connection
between biomechanics and disease progression, and could
identify candidate biomarkers to be targeted therapeutically.
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